WELCOME
TO VIP LIFESTYLE
VIP Lifestyle is a leading luxury lifestyle management
provider and event service, offering top concierge services
throughout the world.
We are pleased to welcome all to enjoy an exclusive

assistance, health care, hotel and resort reservations,

world of luxury and lifestyle.

luxury travel (providing private jets, yachts and luxury
cars), and so much more.

We are dedicated to providing an unmatched
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wide spectrum of VIP concierge with a choice

Vip Lifestyle was born out of my passions for the

of incredible value and rewarding benefits, and

finer things in life, I want to offer the unthinkable,

we welcome the opportunity to exceed your

the finest most personal bespoke service available in

expectations.

event management and concierge services.

We provide our illustrious members with some

I call my company Vip Lifestyle because I want

of the most amazing benefits and exceptional

my members to experience just that. We do this by

concierge services, such as luxury holidays, business

always exceeding our members expectations not just

and corporate services, wealth management, legal

meeting them. The only limit is your imagination.

We are
pleased to
welcome all
to enjoy an
exclusive
world of
luxury and
lifestyle.
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About
VIP Lifestyle
VIP Lifestyle plan events with infectious
passion, intricate detail and planning,
bringing our clients’ dreams and aspirations
together, exceeding their expectations.
We are lucky enough to work around the world doing what we love:
planning creative events in every location imaginable, from London’s finest
venues to blank canvas event spaces, marquees and warehouses, and even in
our clients’ private homes.
Our dedicated Lifestyle Management team are on hand to offer every
service imaginable.
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High
Profile
We have planned many of the most widely reported and technically
complex private parties around the globe.
We have planned events for celebrities, weddings for billionaires,
marquees at home for music celebrities and private events for film stars.
We pride ourselves on confidentiality and professionalism and are used to
complex media management – to secure total privacy or to gain as much
exposure as you want.
Our passion for producing some of the most creative, bespoke
private events is through our small, boutique design and planning
team, who give every client complete attention to ensure their event
is executed flawlessly.
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Event
Management
VIP Lifestyle has access to a wide variety of venues for
all events. Based on your requirements, our team will
select and propose a shortlist of venues, negotiating the
best price possible at the venue of your choice.
The services we offer can be as simple as

VIP Lifestyle specialise in organising

a venue search to the more complex task

events from start to finish; however, we

of full event management, undertaking all

can become involved at any stage should

aspects to ensure your event is a success.

you need our help. We focus on every little
detail to ensure your total satisfaction.

Once we have an understanding of why
you’re hosting the event, what you’re

n

Events

hoping to achieve and the budget that’s

n

Private Events

available, our team will prepare a realistic

n

Corporate Events

and achievable detailed plan of your event,

n

Charity Events

incorporating all your requirements.
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Lifestyle Management
At Vip Lifestyle we are privileged to manage our clients’ most precious
commodity, their time. We understand the demands and requirements of
achieving a successful work-life balance and strive to provide our clients with
complete and comprehensive lifestyle management solutions.

As one of the leading providers of concierge

All of our lifestyle management membership

purchases, property portfolio or event access

services, Vip lifestyle management provide

begin with a thorough interview, which provides

around the globe.

clients with a complete bespoke personal

our specialists with an intimate understanding

care solution that encompasses and caters

of your lifestyle objectives, both near-term and

VIP Lifestyle plan events with infectious

to every aspect of the client’s life. From

long-term. Based on the information gathered,

passion, intricate detail and planning, bringing

business support and assistance to personal

our lifestyle managers develop a customised

our clients’ dreams and aspirations together,

errands, VIP lifestyle support, property

personal lifestyle management plan that serves

exceeding their expectations.

portfolio ,wealth management and much

as a road-map for managing a client’s day to day

more, our lifestyle management membership

life and personal responsibilities. As with any of

We are lucky enough to work around the

is tailored to support clients needs in every

our premium programs, our lifestyle managers

world doing what we love: planning creative

way imaginable.

are available to clients 24/7. We are proud to be

events in every location imaginable, from

the first point of contact for our clients whenever

London’s finest venues to blank canvas event

Vip lifestyle management services are designed

a need arises, whether it relates to long-term

spaces, marquees and warehouses, and even

to simplify and enrich the lives of our clients.

financial planning,luxury/business travel, major

in our clients’ private homes.
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OUR SERVICES
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n

Events

n

Gardening & Landscaping

n

Charity Events

n

Housekeeping/Handyman

n

Event Management

n

Home/Interior

n

Entertainment

n

Private Security

n

Marquee & Furniture Hire

n

Wealth Management

n

Weddings

n

Luxury Holidays

n

Automotive Service

n

Well-Being

n

Luxury Transport

n

Gift Sourcing

n

Relocation

n

Recruitment

n

Language/Translation

n

Family & Business

n

Renovation

Events

Weddings

VIP Lifestyle is committed to rolling out the red carpet for

VIP Lifestyle have planned some of the world’s most

and suppliers, we can obtain tickets to theatre, concert and

production and design expertise of a professional events

here in the UK and worldwide.

With our flair and style, we effortlessly ensure that the journey

you. Through our exclusive and extensive network of contacts
sporting events, even those that are officially sold-out, both

Marquee & Furniture Hire
We can provide marquees and furniture for any special

occasion you have in mind or even find a host venue for your
event. Whether you are looking for a conference in a hotel,
a product launch in a warehouse or a Christmas party in a

stadium, you can be rest assured that we will find a solution for
you, managed by professionals from conception to completion.

CHARITY Events

high-profile weddings, for clients who need the dedicated

company, but with our signature personal attention to detail.
of the wedding is orchestrated in a way that new elements
reveal themselves throughout the process.

ENTERTAINMENT
VIP Lifestyle are the destination entertainment

experts. We can offer top quality acts to speciality
entertainment catering for children’s parties, to

professional singers, to models and promotion staff, to
international speakers and after dinner speakers from
the sporting world.

We are dedicated supporters of good causes, and we focus

LUXURY TRANSPORT

have a wide scope of experience in major festival planning for

VIP Lifestyle provides the solution for your luxury

all our energy to get behind charities that we work with. We
arts charities, gala fundraising dinners and benefits.

One of the reasons our charity events are so successful is

because of the focus on the finishes. Good design of charity
events connects with people, and it’s those connections that

make events fantastic. Good events are all about connectivity.

travel needs. VIP Lifestyle offers a unique, customised
transportation experience for professionals as well as

families. You can be sure we can get you anywhere you
need to go, when you need to be there. We provide
services for individuals or large groups requiring
multiple vehicles.
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Renovation
If you love where you live but have always dreamed of making a few
changes to suit your lifestyle, VIP Lifestyle has the subcontractors
to get it done right and with our renovation service you can really
take the worry off your shoulders.

While many new homes now incorporate low-maintenance systems
and materials, regular preventative maintenance will ensure that

your home continues to provide the comfort and elegance originally
intended – as well as helping to ensure a strong resale value.

Gardening & Landscaping
VIP Lifestyle offer a reliable and friendly domestic gardening

service to take the pressure of home gardening off your hands,
leaving you with the important job of enjoying your garden.

No matter how large or small your grounds are, VIP Lifestyle
can keep them maintained on a regular or ad hoc basis. From

lawn cutting to planting and tree surgery, we can be on hand all
year round.

GIFT SOURCING
Our extensive list of preferred suppliers and worldwide contacts
can fulfil any gift/product requirements. We can purchase
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products on your behalf, ensuring that you are offered the best
deals and products on the market. Whether you need some

inspiration or know exactly what you are looking for, we make it
our pleasure to deliver it for you.

Relocation
If you’re planning to move house, VIP Lifestyle can make the whole
process a pleasant and enjoyable experience. Our relocation experts
will save you time and alleviate stress. We’ll answer your questions
and arrange to have all your relocation tasks completed.

Whether you need someone to proactively sell your home, find

you a new one or deal with all the paperwork, we can help take
care of every aspect of your move, leaving you to simply enjoy
your new home.

LANGUAGE & TRANSLATION
At VIP Lifestyle we pride ourselves on our versatility when it

comes to language translation. We are always able to put forward a

solid solution to our clients, no matter what their requirements may
be. We are established as a leading provider of multilingual services
and can fulfil the communication needs of our clients on a local,
national and global scale.

HOUSEKEEPING/HANDYMAN

WELL-BEING

At VIP Lifestyle, we work hard to make the cleaning of your

At VIP Lifestyle, we want our clients to be happy, healthy

long time building a loyal network of honest, reliable and

achieve this by eliminating worries and minimising

home a pleasant and rewarding experience. We’ve spent a

hard-working cleaners, who we feel confident in sending to
clean your home.

When it comes to cleaning, running errands or just dealing
with everyday household jobs, VIP Lifestyle are on hand

to provide help whenever you need it. We can carry out all

those chores that you just don’t have the time for, and we can

and live a stress-free life, and we know we can help you
any problems. If you need to de-stress from the pace of

modern working life and reach new heights of personal

well-being, you can take full advantage of the knowledge
and contacts we have built up over the years, such as

leading experts in fitness, diet and nutrition, and advocates
of the harmony of mind-body-spirit.

promise you an efficient and trustworthy service. We always

By offering access to the right resources and services,

our service are fully vetted, so you can have full peace of mind

comes to turning your good intentions into an all-round

make sure that anyone who works on your property as part of
knowing that your home is in safe hands.

HOME & INTERIOR
VIP Lifestyle’s hand-picked professional interior designers
and painting and decorating tradespeople are dedicated to

meticulous detail and flawless delivery of all projects for our
clients. By working closely with our clients, we ensure that

we fully understand the project brief in order to deliver the
right results based on their individual circumstances. We
remove the hassle and worry out of designing, planning,

budgeting and product sourcing, delivering projects to our
clients’ satisfaction.

With excellent knowledge of fixtures, products and materials
used within the building industry, VIP Lifestyle provides

an up-to-date design service and the latest information on
suppliers, importers and manufacturers.

VIP Lifestyle can make all the difference when it
healthier lifestyle.

Private Security
VIP Lifestyle’s personal protection officers and close

protection teams facilitate the subtle and discrete security
of our clients with the customary professionalism that

has become the hallmark of our service. Our operational

experience has given us a unique understanding and insight
into this particularly demanding area of security where
uncompromising standards and absolute efficiency are
essential.

Providing our services over many years for an elite level of
clientele has given us an impressive breadth of connection

across many diverse and interesting sectors throughout the

world and at VIP Lifestyle we always go to great lengths in
the assistance of our clients.
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VIP Lifestyle Ltd
Bredon House, Suite G5, 321 Tettenhall Road,
Wolverhampton, West midlands wv6 0jz

T:
E:
W:

01902 793 397
enquires@viplifestlyeltd.co.uk
www.viplifestlyeltd.co.uk
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